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In 1987 when we started the Allan Bush
Investment Team, we made it our standard
to invest our clients’ money in securities that
would produce what they needed to meet
their goals, regardless of market ups and
downs. In today’s economic environment,
this continues to hold true.
We started to consider a different way of
thinking about investing that would be
effective in any market cycle. We asked
ourselves, “How can we create a strategy
that would help even the most conservative
investor help lock-in profits and get the
income they require?”
We often hear Allan discussing his now
famous “Chicken, Rooster and Egg” analogy.
In simple investment terms, chickens produce
eggs, which you can think of as the income
most Canadian investors need to live
comfortably. If you were to buy roosters and
needed income, you would have to sell the
rooster to produce the required income
regardless of the price. At the Allan Bush
Investment Team, we want to buy chickens.
Here’s why:

Let’s talk about returns
Many Canadian investors need to live off the
income from their capital. The most effective
way to do this is to invest in dividend-paying
stocks or fixed income to create steady cash
flow – buy chickens and benefit from the eggs
they lay. Employing this philosophy, we can be
less concerned with the day-to-day price of an
individual stock or bond and the impact it will
have on a portfolio, as long as that same stock
or bond is paying a consistent dividend or
interest to the investor. This leads to
predictability, stability and less risk for your
portfolio. In contrast, when you’re buying
roosters, your day-to-day focus is to buy and
sell assets to help pay for the things you need
at the right price. This can lead to less
consistency, less control and increased
volatility.
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Let’s talk about risk
When you’re buying roosters, your risk is
closely related to market volatility, the
focus on daily fluctuations and a constant
worry about the markets’ decline.
Alternatively, market volatility doesn’t
matter when you’re buying chickens. In
fact, new chickens can be added to the
flock by benefiting from this volatility. Risk
generally reflects the health of the flock or,
to us, the underlying stocks in the
portfolio.
Over the last several years, stocks prices
have been fluctuating, we’ve experienced
economic sluggishness and many investors
haven’t been able to make the income
they need. For more than 20 years, our
investment philosophy has proven
successful, and our clients have been able
to consistently rely on a predictable and
stable component of their total portfolio
return that produces what they need,
when they need it. And those two things
are definitely “Better Together”. 

Allan Bush
First Vice-President, Investment Advisor
As the leader of the Allan Bush Investment Team, Allan has almost three decades of experience and a
wealth of knowledge. Since 1987 he has been developing successful financial plans and finding the
right investment and insurance solutions. In the last 14 consecutive years he has achieved the level of
Chairman’s Club which is awarded to the top 75 Investment Advisors across Canada and maintained
President’s Club every year prior to that. He is the team’s Chief Strategist for his clients – he determines
financial priorities, develops an individual roadmap while choosing the appropriate financial solutions to
help get them there. In addition, he himself has experienced the process of building up and selling a
business. Allan oversees the investment practice and with his five-person team, they bring together
100+ years of expertise. 
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CIBC Wood Gundy is a division of CIBC World Markets Inc., a subsidiary of CIBC and a Member of the
Canadian Investor Protection Fund and Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada. This
information, including any opinion, is based on various sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy
cannot be guaranteed and is subject to change. CIBC and CIBC World Markets Inc., their affiliates,
directors, officers and employees may buy, sell, or hold a position in securities of a company mentioned
herein, its affiliates or subsidiaries, and may also perform financial advisory services, investment banking
or other services for, or have lending or other credit relationships with the same. CIBC World Markets Inc.
and its representatives will receive sales commissions and/or a spread between bid and ask prices if you
purchase, sell or hold the securities referred to above. © CIBC World Markets Inc. 2012. Clients are
advised to seek advice regarding their particular circumstances from their personal tax and legal advisors.
Insurance services are available through CIBC Wood Gundy Financial Services Inc. In Quebec, insurance
services are available through CIBC Wood Gundy Financial Services (Quebec) Inc.

